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WELCOME SPEECHES

On the occasion of the 47th International Chemistry Olympiad we 
would like to extend a very warm welcome to all the participants. On 
behalf of Azerbaijani chemists and myself, I would like to express our 
support to the colleagues attending the 46th International Chemistry 
Olympiad in Vietnam. The 47th International Chemistry Olympiad is to 
take place in Baku and as the rector of the Baku Branch of Lomonosov 
Moscow State University I am proud that this truly scientific event will 
take place at our University which ranks high in its status. 

Azerbaijani chemists have managed to create a competitive scientific 
base in their field. This can be seen from the scientific schools and 
traditions that we have inherited from them. It is therefore our duty 
to support the continuation of these traditions and the bright youth 
that have decided to embark on this scientific journey. These young 
scientists, who chose to set foot on the thorny path of science are 
the ones to whom we owe our progress in the modern world. Today’s 
doctors who turn into modern-day heroes by saving hundreds of lives 
every day, use chemicals developed by chemists and together with 
having an impact on our daily lives, chemistry influences the way 
world economics works. 

Our planet is a small one, dear friends, and at times it resembles 
a chemical laboratory where we all, albeit in different forms, have 
the same task – to preserve our world. With future generations in 
mind we must arm ourselves with science and moral values without 
which science is dangerous and knowledge is insignificant. With this 
combination in mind I wish the participants of the 47th Olympiad new 
scientific discoveries and victories. 

The day you arrive to Baku, a sunny city will be awaiting you on the 
shore of the Caspian Sea. All of you are certainly aiming for victory 
at this event, however, I hope that what you aim for the most is your 
eagerness to gain new friends here. 

With warm regards and anticipation,

Academician Akif Alizadeh 
President of the Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences

It is our utmost pleasure to host the 47th International 
Chemistry Olympiad in 2015 in Baku, Azerbaijan. This is the 
first Chemistry contest of this level held in our country, and I 
am honored to hereby welcome young talents from a variety of 
countries in the ancient Land of Fire.

Azerbaijan is lavishly endowed with oil, gas and rich mineral 
resources useful in chemistry, metallurgy, construction, health 
and a number of other areas. The country is also rich with a broad 
array of metals, stones, thermal and mineral springs. This inter 
alia creates enormous potential for chemical research.

I hope the forthcoming Olympiad will become a turning point in 
further academic endeavors and career growth for a number of 
its participants.

Best of luck to all of you, and don’t forget to enjoy your stay in 
Azerbaijan.

LIFE IS A HUGE LAB

Professor Nargiz Pashayeva 
President of the 47th International Chemistry Olympiad,
Rector of the Baku Branch of Lomonosov Moscow State University,
Corresponding member of the Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences.



BAKU A CITY OF WINDS 
WITH MULTIPLE IMAGES 

AZERBAIJAN AN INVITING LAND OF FIRE
Abundant with natural resources, known for its centuries-old history 
and outspoken hospitality, Azerbaijan, a country linking Western Asia 
to Eastern Europe, has been traditionally playing an important role in 
the Caspian Basin and the Caucasus.

Washed by the Caspian Sea, Azerbaijan shares borders with five 
nations. With population over 9 million (estimate of January 2014) 
and the area of 86.6 thousand square kilometers, this is the largest 
country in the South Caucasus.

Waterfalls, lakes, natural reserves and the wildlife of Azerbaijan 
are fascinating indeed. Ancient forts, palaces, memorial sites and 
rock carvings dating back to the Stone Age, as well as the famous 
Zoroastrian shrine are no less interesting. Places with access to 
natural fire, sacred for the area’s indigenous residents, retained 
their significance throughout centuries and found their way into 
the country’s very name – Azerbaijan (i.e. the Land of Fire).

Azerbaijan’s capital city of Baku is the largest urban center not only in 
the country, but all over the Caucasus and around the Caspian Sea. 28 
meters below sea level, the city is in fact the lowest located capital in 
the world.

Baku’s architecture is enormously versatile. Along with the ancient 
citadel ( the walled city of Icheri Sheher) and centuries-old Maiden 
Tower, both inscribed on the UNESCO list of World Heritage Sites, Baku 
features ultra-modern sky-scrapers and cutting-edge constructions 
like Flame Towers, Crystal Hall, the Heydar Aliyev Center, the SOCAR 
Tower, the Azerbaijan Tower, just to mention a few. The Baku Bay is 
particularly remarkable. Legacy of the first Oil Boom of late 19th-early 
20th centuries featuring a charming blend of European and Oriental 
styles is another integral component of local architecture. With all 
these elements, the image of Baku is strikingly special 
and unique.

Since ancient times, Baku had been an important Silk Road entrepot 
due to its very convenient location at the crossroad of trade routes 
linking China and India with Middle East and Europe. Augmented by 
favorable climate and stable administration, this turned the town 
into a popular commercial hub and safe harbor for travelers as of 
the 1st century A.D.

Baku features a moderate climate, with landscape dominated by 
semidesert and known for the very peculiar winds of the Peninsula of 
Absheron. While the north wind, the khazri, cools down the weather in 
summer and chills it in winter, the southern one known as the ghilavar 
softens the climate year-round.

Social life in Baku is very vibrant. The city boasts of the whole range 
of cultural events, both local and international. Baku in recent period 
succeeded in making itself known as a host to a variety of high-level 
international undertakings, so the downtown and sea-front are a 
favourite meeting point of numerous visitors from all over the world.

Nighttime Baku presents an absolutely magic world of its own with 
both modern and heritage buildings illuminated in a very extraordinary 
manner.

ONE OF THE WORLD’S OLDEST HUMAN HABITATION HUBS
The Azykh Cave located in Garabagh dates back to pre-Acheulian 
Era, one of the oldest periods in human history (750 thousand to 
1,5 million years ago), whereas impressive rock carvings (petro-
glyphs) in Gobustan are estimated around 40-10 millennium B.C. 

THE LARGEST COUNTRY IN THE CAUCASUS
Azerbaijan is the largest economy and industrial hub with the 
highest density of population in the Caucasus.

A SUNNY COUNTRY
Annual solar time in Azerbaijan varies from 1800 to 2900 hours. 
The country boasts on 9 out of 13 climatic zones.

A WONDERLAND
Azerbaijan is the hotbed to almost half of the world’s existing mud 
volcanoes. This phenomenon is nominated to be among the new 
wonders of the world.

A COUNTRY OF YOUNG POPULATION
By July 2013, about half of Azerbaijan’s population was below the 
age of 30.

THE AZERBAIJANI CULTURE
Azerbaijan is recognized for its deeply-rooted traditions. 
The country’s unique culture manifests itself through music, poetry 
and architecture. Azerbaijan is home to a number of outstanding 
intellectuals, scholars, poets and musicians. Musical traditions of 
Azerbaijan have a very ancient past indeed. Mugham is a true gem 
of the country’s rich musical heritage. The Azerbaijani literature is 
an integral part and parcel of the world literature with works by 
Fuzuli and Nizami recognized as masterpieces all over the world



The Baku Branch of Lomonosov Moscow State University was estab-
lished on January 15, 2008. The tuition is based on the curricula of the 
Moscow State University with innovative technologies and broadly 
applied know-how. Each year, the students of the Branch actively
partake in a variety of scientific events. In the course of its activities, 
the Branch succeeded in forging ties with leading universities in Israel, 
Romania, Turkey, Greece, Canada and the US.

The new Campus offers dormitories meeting the highest construction 
standards. The Campus is furnished with the state-of-the-art equip-
ment, rich library, conference hall, canteen, student center, swimming 
pool and athletic facility with an overall area of 53,500 square meters.
Five departments (faculties) are currently functioning at the Branch.

The reason for the creation of the department of Chemistry at 
the Branch is due to the fact that chemistry is one of the most 
developed sciences in Azerbaijan. A special attention towards 
chemistry is nurtured both by the specificity of the country’s 
natural resources and the Government’s policy aiming at further 
development of processing capacities.

Since chemistry is highly prone to experimenting, the Branch succeed-
ed in creating the most enabling conditions for developing experimen-
tal skills in a variety of chemical studies. The tools and equipment 
offered at the Branch are very helpful not only in training process, but 
in basic research involving various fields of chemistry.

The number of laboratories is ever-increasing. In 2012, the total of 
12 labs were offered for practical training sessions (workshops) in 
the following areas of concentration:
• inorganic chemistry (2 labs)
• analytic chemistry (2 labs)
• organic, physical, colloid chemistry and high-molecular               

compounds (2 labs)
• chemical technology (2 labs) 
• radiochemistry.

Besides this, the Department of Chemistry has a computer lab offering 
classes in technology, quantitative methods in chemistry, basic soft-
ware development, computer technologies in science and education 
(graduate studies), as well as physical workshop offering studies to 
first and second year students. Importance of these classes for future 
chemists shall not be overseen. 

Undergraduate studies (Bachelor degree) at the Department of 
Chemistry comprise 4 years.

Three optional specialties, such as petrochemistry, organic chemis-
try and physical chemistry, are offered during the 4th year. Students 
undergo two practical training courses, i.e. the introductory session 
(the 1st year), and the production chemistry and technology session 
(the 4th year). 

Graduate studies (Master Programs) in chemistry were launched 
in 2012 to train experts in the following three areas with highest 
demand in Azerbaijan: petrochemistry, organic chemistry and 
physical chemistry.

Production cycle-related subjects are given the highest priority in the 
curriculum of the Department of Chemistry. Better understanding of 
the role of chemistry, creative approach to chemical studies, basic 
skills in the synthesis of organic and inorganic compounds, capacities 
in studying various objects’ properties, selection techniques in analytic 
methods and their further application are among the major objectives 
of the Department.

THE DEPARTMENT 
OF CHEMISTRY

THE BAKU BRANCH OF LOMONOSOV 
MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY



YUSIF MAMMADALIYEV (1905-1961) 
The founding father of petrochemical studies in Azerbaijan is 
recognized for his new techniques of hydrocarbon chlorination 
and bromination involving catalysts. One of Y.Mammadaliyev’s 
major accomplishments is the production of carbon tetrachloride, 
chloromethane, dichloromethane by means of chlorination of 
methane, initially in stationary catalyst, and then in hot layer.

IZZET ORUJOVA (1909-1983) 
The first woman in the Soviet Union conferred the PhD degree in 
oil processing technologies. The major area of her research was 
bound with lubricants production techniques, as well as produc-
tion and application of their additives. A highly recognized expert 
in lubricants manufacture and upgrade, I.Orujova left a significant 
legacy of scientific works dedicated to this very important issue 
in modern petrochemistry.

BAKU

ALFRED NOBEL (1833–1896) 
Swedish chemist, engineer, inventor of dynamite and a number of 
cutting-edge technical novices of the day. Shortly prior to his death, 
A.Nobel bequeathed his fortune to establish the famous Nobel Prize 
awarded as of 1901. About 12 percent of the funds allocated for the 
Prize came from the Nobel Brothers Naphtha Production Company 
Ltd., abusiness founded in Baku, Azerbaijan, in 1879 with Alfred 
Nobel as a shareholder.

Sponsors

Weather
information

30˚C / 35˚C

TENTATIVE PROGRAM
DATE STUDENTS MENTORS, OBSERVERS GUESTS

Arrivals and Registration

Opening Ceremony

Whole day

Whole day

Whole day

Whole day

Whole day

Morning

Morning

Morning

Morning

Morning

Afternoon

Afternoon

Afternoon

Afternoon

Afternoon

Recreation/Excursion Lab Inspections

Score Marking

3rd Jury Meeting

Departures

Excursion

Excursion

Free time

Free time

Free time

Excursion

Excursion

Excursion

1st Jury Meeting

Translation - Practical Exam

Arbitration / 4th Jury Meeting

Free time
Closing Ceremony

Banquet - Farewell Party

Translation - Theoretical Exam

Free time

Excursion / Lab Safety Instruction 

Practical Exam

Excursion

Excursion

Theoretical Exam

Free time

Excursion

Free time

Excursion

2nd Jury Meeting

Reunion Party

Evening

Evening

Evening

Evening

Evening

July 20 Mon

July 21 Tue

July 23 Thu

July 24 Fri

July 25 Sat

July 26 Sun

July 27 Mon

July 28 Tue

July 29 Wed

July 22 Wed

Capital
and largest city

Total

In 2014 

Density

Currency

Time zone

Water (%)

Official language

Baku

Area

Population

Azerbaijani

86,600 km2

9 494 600 (89th)

Manat (AZN)

AZT (UTC+04)

Summer (DST)

105.8/km2 (103)
274.1/sq mi

1.6

Address:
1 University St., Hojasan, 

Binagadi District, Baku, AZ 1144, 
The Republic of Azerbaijan.

Tel/Fax: (+994 12) 598 93 24
(+994 12) 598 93 30

E-mail: icho2015@msu.az
www.icho2015.msu.az
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FROMPROGRAM FOR 21 JULY TO

Weather for 21 July

22˚C / 29˚C

Breakfast at “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Transfer to Heydar Aliyev Center  

Opening ceremony and grand 
reception in Heydar Aliyev Center

Lunch Party at Heydar Aliyev 
Center

Baku city tour  

Transfer to “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Dinner at “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Disco Party at “The Crescent  
Beach Hotel”

8:00

9:30

11:00

13:00

14:30

17:30

19:00

21:00

9:00

10:30

13:00

14:00

17:30

18:30

21:00

23:00

REGISTRATION

NATIONAL FLAG OF AZERBAIJAN
LIFE IS A HUGE LAB

COAT OF ARMS OF  
AZERBAIJAN

ABOUT ICHO

The National Emblem of Azerbaijan combines traditional 
and modern symbols. The focal point of the emblem 
is the fire symbol. This symbol comes from the fact 
that Azerbaijan has many everlasting fires which also 
gives its name “land of eternal fire”. The colours used 
in composing the emblem are taken from the national 
flag. The star itself stands for the eight branches of the 
Turkic peoples. At the bottom of the emblem is a stalk 
of wheat, representing the main agricultural product of 
the nation, which was also part of the earliest arms. The 
other plant represented at the bottom is oak. 

— The idea of holding IChO occurred in 
the former Czechoslovakia and the first 
Chemistry Olympiad was held in its capital 
Prague in 1968;

— 3 countries – Czechoslovakia, Poland and 
Hungary and 18 students took part in the first 
IChO;

— Azerbaijan has begun participating in IChO 
since 2000; 

— The 46th IChO was held in Hanoi, Vietnam.  
75 countries and 291 students took part in the 
contest;

- This year 75 countries and 290 students 
are taking part in the 47th IChO in Baku, 
Azerbaijan;

- The total number of IChO participants, 
including the 47th IChO is 7140. 

Azerbaijan is a country in the Caucasus region of Eurasia. The capital of Azerbaijan 
is Baku. Baku is used to serve as one of the most important commercial centers on 
the Silk Road. National Flag of Azerbaijan consists of three horizontal stripes: blue, 
red and green.

Blue symbolizes 
the Turkic 
heritage

Red is for the 
progress to 
establish a 
modern state and 
the development 
of democracy

Green shows the 
relation to the 
Islamic civilization



PEARL OF URBAN LANDSCAPE

ICHO PRIZE WINNERS FROM THE HOST COUNTRY

MUST SEE IN BAKU

Some people who have never visited Azerbaijan before may 
consider Baku to be an old-fashioned city, but in fact it is 
not. The guests will feel it from the very start of their journey 
by having a look at Heydar Aliyev Center, the futuristic 
construction resembling a flying saucer.

The construction is an eternal cycle, connecting the past with 
the present. This magnificent building inaugurated in 2012 has 
turned into pilgrimage destination not only for tourists, but 
also for most locals. 

The center houses a conference hall, a gallery hall, and a 
museum. Today guests of the center can enjoy international 
and Azerbaijani modern and traditional art as well as 
concerts.

The park of the Center is also remarkable, descending with 
funny paths adorned with bright modern art expositions.    

Baku, the capital of Azerbaijan, is the largest city 
on the Caspian Sea and of the Caucasus region. The 
name Baku is widely believed to be derived from 
the old Persian name of the city Bad-kube, meaning 

“wind-pounded city” referring to a place where the 
wind is strong and pounding.

The first written evidence for Baku dates back to the 
1st century AD. So Baku has an ancient history and 
enjoys hundreds of important historical and cultural 
places to visit.

The Old City (known as “Icheri Sheher”) which is 
surrounded by an ancient wall remains at Baku’s core. 

Maiden Tower is recognized as architectural symbol 
of Baku. Located more than a block away from the 
Caspian, centuries ago the Tower used to be in the sea. 
According to scientists, it was built in the 12th century 
or possibly earlier and various hypotheses have been 
suggested as to its original purpose including defense, 
observatory and part of a system of fire signal towers. 
There is also a legend that it was named after a maiden 
(the daughter of the Khan of Baku) who threw herself 
off its top to her death in the waves below.

In 2008 (40th IChO) —  Aghazadeh Sadyg (silver medal); Almammadov Toghrul (bronze medal);

In 2009 (41st IChO) —  Azimzadeh Agil (bronze medal); Bunyadov Mehman (bronze medal); Almammadov 
Toghrul, (bronze medal);

In 2010 (42nd IChO) —  Azimzadeh Agil (bronze medal); Yusifov Rashad (bronze medal);

In 2012 (44th IChO) —  Bashirov Balagardash  (bronze medal);

In 2013 (45th IChO) —  Bashirov Balagardash  (silver medal);  Guluzadeh Sona (bronze medal);

In 2014 (46th IChO) —  Rahimov Murad (bronze medal).



Dilnora Yusupaliyeva (Uzbekistan)
I twice became a winner of International Mendeleev Chemistry Olympiads but it is my first 
time in IChO. I expect a good result, and hope that I can win a gold medal. 

So Young Lee (Republic of Korea)
In Korea we have a lot of companies supporting researches in chemistry. Universities are also 
very enthusiastic in doing chemistry researches. 

I heard that Baku is the city of wind and Azerbaijan is country of the fire. I saw the photos of 
your country, Flame Towers, Carpet Museum and I am really excited to go there. I would also 
like to visit the Old City. I’ve heard it is very beautiful and it is in the UNESCO World Heritage 
List.

Murad Rahimov (Azerbaijan) 

I won a bronze for Azerbaijan last year. This year I participate as a guide as it is a very 
interesting experience for young chemists.

Edgars Kletnieks (Latvia)
I participated in the International Chemistry Olympiad in Vietnam and got a bronze medal. 
This time I hope to get a silver medal.

I heard that you have lots of interesting buildings, modern architecture, classical architecture 
is really nice.

My grandmother is from Azerbaijan. She told me that she lived in a farm with lots of 
watermelons when she was little. Then she moved to Ukraine, and after that to Latvia.

AT FIRST SIGHT

ARRIVAL AT THE AIRPORT
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1 University St., Hojasan, 
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Science is a lot of little guys in 
tweed suits cutting up frogs on 
foundation grants. 

Woody Allen

Two Atoms  
Two atoms are walking down the 
street. One atom says to the other, 

“Hey! I think I lost an electron!” 
The other says, “Are you sure?” 

“Yes, I’m positive!”

Ricardo  
Perez-Lopez 
Áron (Hungary)

21 july, 1997

Elmar Abdulrahimov
Elena Eremina
Anvar Mammadov
Elena Kosolapova 
Nigar Orujova

CATALYZER TEAM

ANCIENT KNOWLEDGE  
OF BAKU OIL 

REGISTRATION

The history of Azerbaijan and its capital Baku is connected 
with oil from the earliest days. In ancient manuscripts 
written prior to the time of Christ, references are made to oil 
extraction from wells and its utilization in life, construction, 
medicine and the military. More than 2600 years ago people 
already knew the value of this “fire water”. During the siege 
of Persia in 331 BC, Alexander the Great’s tent was lit by fire 
vessels filled with oil taken from inhabitants living near the 
Caspian seaside. Oil was one of the elements of the famous 

“Greek Fire” used by the Arabs as an incendiary mixture.

The first reliable information about oil extraction on the 
Absheron Peninsula, where Baku is located, dates to the 7th 
and 8th centuries. At that time, the oil was taken primarily 
by very primitive or natural ways. In the 10th century, the 
Arabian traveler, Marudee, reported that both white and black 
oil were being extracted naturally from Baku. 

LEARN THE AZERBAIJANI PHRASES
Salam
Necesiniz
Yaxşıyam 
Çox sağol

—    Hello
—    How are you?
—    I am fine
—    Thank you very much 

[sà lam]
[`nedʒæsiniz]
[yakh`ʃiyam]
[`tʃokh `saghol]

 Ministry of Youth and Sport of
the Republic of Azerbaijan
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FROMPROGRAM FOR 22 JULY TO

Weather for 22 July

24̊ C / 30˚C

LIFE IS A HUGE LAB

Breakfast at “The Crescent 
Beach Hotel”

Transfer to Old City
  

Tour around Old City

Transfer to “The Crescent  
Beach Hotel”

Lunch at “The Crescent  
Beach Hotel”

Safety instructions (in groups) 
at “The Crescent Beach Hotel”

Dinner at “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

7:00

8:00

9:00

11:00

12:00

13:30

18:00

8:00

9:00

11:00

12:00

13:30

18:30

19:30

I am glad and proud of being the president of this 
important and exciting event. The youth, participants of 
the Olympiad who are present here are the main source of 
my joy and pride.

Dear friends, today we all understand that our planet is 
not so big. That’s why we have chosen the motto of the 
Baku Olympiad “Life is a huge chemistry lab”. The major 

part of this laboratory consists of the living nature 
which has created us and gave us life. Protecting 
the nature means protecting the beauty, saving the 
beauty means protecting the truth, protecting the 
truth means saving the spirituality and saving the 
spirituality means protecting the humanity.

As Goethe said, science belongs to all people and it 
has no nationality. Today, 75 teams representing 75 
countries are present in this hall. Members of each 
team are different inwardly and outwardly, they 
speak different languages and represent various 
traditions. At the same time, the indispensable 
factor which today brought us together and made 
us a team is apparent. Namely this factor turns us 
into the citizens of one common country, a state 
without borders. This country is “Science, Education 
and Culture”. It is an indestructible state. Its flag is 
light, that’s to say, the Sun, its anthem – singing of 
birds, nightingales and its sign is the life itself and 
existence.

I once again welcome you with love in my heart, 
wish the young participants success, interesting 
moments, good mood, zeal, patience and inner 
confidence and I officially declare the 47th 
International Chemistry Olympiad open!

Professor, Dr. Nargiz Pashayeva

President of the 47th International Chemistry Olympiad
Rector of Baku Branch of Moscow State University 
Corresponding member of the Azerbaijan National 
Academy of Sciences

OPENING CEREMONY OF THE 47TH IChO



GREETING SPEECHES

Duckhwan Lee, chairman of the Steering Committee of 
the International Chemistry Olympiad, professor at Sogang 
University (South Korea) 

Welcome all of you to Baku, also known as the 
Land of Fire and the Land of Wind, for the 47th 
International Chemistry Olympiad. I assure all of 
you that you will have wonderful time, excellent 
competitions, and memorable cultural experiences, 
here in Baku.
As you all know well, without chemistry we cannot 
understand the nature and ourselves. That is the 
reason why we say ‘Life is a huge laboratory, indeed’ 
here in Baku. 
First of all, you need to pay attention to the fair 
competition. Competition is an essential and 
unavoidable part of our life. I sincerely hope that all 
of you try to be fair in your competition. 
Azerbaijan is a wonderful country. Azerbaijan is 
one of a few countries, who is “chemical” on its own 
virtue. It is in fact, here in Azerbaijan where modern 
oil industry started more than a hundred years ago. It 
was here in Baku, where the first pipe lines for crude 
oil were constructed. In a sense, you cannot find a 
better place than Baku for Chemistry Olympiad.

Viktor Sadovnichy, Rector of Lomonosov Moscow State 
University

Dear friends, participants of the 47th International 
Chemistry Olympiad
On the day of Olympiad Opening I cordially 
congratulate each of you with this meaningful event 
in your life.
I wish you all the success and good luck at the 47th 
IChO. I am sure you will face challenging scientific 
problems as well as enjoy a very interesting social 
program. You will get acquainted with splendid 
traditions, great culture and famous art of the 
Azerbaijan Republic.   

Lotfi Zadeh, professor of the University of California, 
famous Azerbaijani scientist

I should like to extend to you my warm personal 
greetings as one who was born in Azerbaijan and 
was deeply influenced by the culture of Azerbaijan 
and its rich history.  Azerbaijan has been evolving 
into an increasingly visible and influential members 
in the international community. Holding the 47th 
Chemistry Olympiad in Azerbaijan is an important 
symbol of recognition of the remarkable progress 
which Azerbaijan has made and is continuing to make 
in developing science, technology and culture under 
the leadership of President Ilham Aliyev and other 
leading members of the government whom I was 
privileged to meet.



GREETING SPEECHES

Roald Sagdeev, member of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences and US National Academy

I am so proud to address you at this very important 
event – opening of the prominent Olympiad. It is 
not surprising that this Olympiad is taking place in 
Baku, Azerbaijan. Baku is an example of a very fast 
developing city which devotes a lot of attention to 
science, education.

Professor Ahmed H. Zewail, Nobel Prize Laureate in 
Chemistry in 1999 

I am delighted that the 2015 competitions will be 
held in Baku, Azerbaijan. The International Chemistry 
Olympiad is uniquely positioned for celebrating the 
beauty and cornucopia of chemistry with the best 
young minds.

Rudolf Arthur Marcus, professor of California Institute 
of Technology, Nobel Prize Laureate in Chemistry in 1992

It is a pleasure to greet you in the 47th International 
Chemistry Olympiad in Baku.
It is a place where you meet many people from 
different countries, see different cultures and I hope 
learn very much chemistry from talking with each 
other. 
Baku is certainly a splendid city that I have visited 
number of times known for its historical background 
and friendliness of its people.
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Georg Berger  
(Germany)

22 july, 1997

Lin Zi Khang  
(Malaysia)

22 july, 1996

Elmar Abdulrahimov
Elena Eremina
Anvar Mammadov
Elena Kosolapova 
Nigar Orujova

CATALYZER TEAM

 Ministry of Youth and Sport of
the Republic of Azerbaijan

The Absheron Peninsula was famous 
for its eternal fires - the underground 
fire gases rising to the earth’s surface. 
Zoroaster established fire worshipping 
and Baku became one of their most sacred 
sanctuaries. People all over the world 
wished to visit and bow before the eternal 
flame. In the Baku region,  there were three 
cult hearths or “Temples of Fire” - one in 
Surakhany, another at Pirallahy Island, and 
the third at Shubanu Mountain. 

OIL AND THE   
TEMPLES OF FIRE

Located in the Old City, The Palace of the 
Shirvanshahs considered by locals as one of the 
pearls of Azerbaijani architecture, built in XIII-XVI 
centuries. The historical complex contains a palace, 
a mosque with minarets, a bath house, and many 
intricate and beautiful small stone complexes. The 
complex construction was completed in 1558 during 
the Shirvanshah dynasty. Under Ibrahim I of Shirvan, 
the country’s capital was transferred from Shamakhy 
to Baku following a devastating earthquake.

SHIRVANSHAHS’ 
PALACE

LEARN THE AZERBAIJANI PHRASES
Sabahınız xeyir
Axşamınız xeyir
Gecəniz xeyrə qalsın! 

—    Good  morning
—    Good  evening
—    Good  night

[sabahin`iz khe`yir]
[akhshamin’iz khe`yir]
[geʤæ`niz khey`ræ gal`sin]

Even Proverbs 
Need Chemistry
 Which chemical element is present in 
the proverbs.

1. All that glitters is not … .

2. Beware of a silent dog and still …  .

3. …  hand in a velvet glove.
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LIFE IS A HUGE LAB

• During the experimental part, the competitors must wear 
laboratory coats and eye protection. The competitors 
are expected to bring their own laboratory coats. Other 
means of protection for laboratory work are provided by 
the organizer.

• When handling liquids, each student must be provided 
with a pipette ball or filler. Pipetting by mouth is strictly 
forbidden.

• The use of acutely toxic substances (GHS hazard 
statement H300, H310, H330) is strictly forbidden. The 
use of toxic substances is not recommended, but may 
be allowed if special precautions are taken. Substances 
with GHS hazard statements H340, H350, H360 (proven 
mutagens, carcinogens, and teratogens) must not be 
used under any circumstances

SAFETY RULES AND REGULATIONS AT ICHO

Breakfast at “The Crescent 
Beach Hotel”

Transfer to Baku Branch of MSU

Experimental exam at Baku 
Branch of MSU 

Transfer to “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Lunch at “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Tour around the Olympic sports 
facilities

Dinner at “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Entertainment 

7:00

8:00

9:00

14:30

15:00

17:00

20:00

22:00

8:00

9:00

14:15

15:00

17:00

20:00

21:00

23:55



IRRESISTIBLE ATTRACTION

FIRE MOUNTAINS  
IN AZERBAIJAN

AZERBAIJAN’S MUD VOLCANOES 

Fire Mountain (“Yanar Dagh”) is an ancient 
and visually stunning fire which blazes 
continuously on a hillside on the Absheron 
Peninsula on the Caspian Sea. Flames 
shoot into the air 10 feet along and 30 feet 
wide ridge on a limestone hillside known in 
Azerbaijan as “Yanar Dagh” near Baku, the 
capital of oil-rich Azerbaijan. Due to the 
large concentration of natural gas under the 
Absheron Peninsula, natural flames burned 
there throughout antiquity. People say that 
the fire coming out of the mountain rose 
from a young man who was deeply in love. 
The natural fire burns most impressively at 
dusk, when both tourists and locals sit at a 
nearby teashop deriving inspiration from the 
spectacular sight.  

Azerbaijan takes the first place in the world for the number of 
mud volcanoes. There are 800 mud volcanoes on the Earth and 
about 300 mud volcanoes are to be found in Azerbaijan. 

Ejected materials are often composed of a slurry of fine solids 
suspended in liquids, which may include water (frequently acidic 
or salty) and hydrocarbon fluids. About 86% of the gases that 
are released are methane. Carbon dioxide and nitrogen are also 
emitted but in much less quantities. This mud has been found 
to contain quantities of curative properties (iodine, bromine, 
calcium, magnesium, organic acids and aromatic hydrocarbons – 
just to name a few). 

Active volcanoes are located in the south of Baku along 
the Baku-Alat road, about 10 km south of Gobustan, Boyuk 
Kinezadagh, Turaghay.   

Delicious cuisine is a trademark of Azerbaijan. Tourists 
cannot stop eating here and the reason is that Azerbaijanis 
use fresh and healthy products for cooking their 
outstanding, lipsmacking dishes, such as dolma, bozbash, 
bozartma, chykhyrtma, piti, pilaf, and govurma, kebab are 
eaten with tendir bread, cooked in oven. Azerbaijani fruit 
and vegetables are known as the tastiest.

The Azerbaijani cuisine is not only tasty, but also good 
for health. This is evidenced by a lot of long-livers in the 
country. The traditional feast starts with sweet-scented 
local black tea. Tea, a symbol of hospitality in our country, 
is poured in a pear-shaped glass called armudy, which 
keeps tea hot very long for heart-to-heart talks.



OLD CITY TOUR
Barbara Rubinic (Croatia)

The city is beautiful, I like its 
historical monuments, like the Old 
City, but it is also fasinating, how 
modern it is. Yesterday we were at 
the city tour. I want to say that the 
city is very very windy and I also 
think it is gorgeous, it is amazing. 
Today I have seen the Maiden 
Tower. It is nice, but I like minarets 
in Shirvanshahs’ Palace and the 
buildings that are made of stone. 
They are so beautiful.

Jan Sugar  
(Czech Republic)

Baku is a very nice city. I think 
there are a lot of interesting 
buildings. The Old City was the 
most memorable thing with its 
building and the style as well as 
rooms in the Shirvanshah’s Palace 
and traditional carpets. It is really 
different from the things in my 
country.

Wei-Chieh Huang (Taiwan)

I liked the city. It is a blend of Islamic 
and European culture. We actually 
see many different cultures together. 
This is the first time I can see this 
kind of thing in person. And also all 
the collections of cultural heritage of 
Azerbaijan. It is really unforgettable 
experience.

The Maiden Tower impressed me the 
most. Because it dated back to ancient 
times. It has a very long history. I think 
that tower is one of the spots I will 
always remember.

Arwa Nasser Al Rawahi, 
Naeema Hamood Al Badawi 
(Oman)

Baku is very beautiful. The design 
of the buildings is different from 
Oman. The most thing I liked in the 
Azerbaijani history is its connection 
with Islam. The weather is very nice 
here whether in Oman it is very hot. 
But there are cities like Baku in the 
south of Oman. We are enjoying our 
stay in Baku.
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LEARN THE AZERBAIJANI PHRASES
Dostum
Sənin adın nədir?  
Mənim adim Əhməddir

—    My friend
—    What is your name?
—    My name is Ahmad

[dos´tum]
[sæ´nin a´din næ´dir]
[mæ´nim a´dim æh´mæddir]

If it squirms, it’s biology; if it stinks, it’s chemistry; 
if it doesn’t work, it’s physics and if you can’t  
understand it, it’s mathematics. 
 

Magnus Pyke

The oil naturally promoted commercial 
development and ties with neighbors to the 
East, West, North and South. Caravans of 
camels loaded with vessels of oil exported 
Baku oil to other countries.  To this day, 
the remains of two Caravan-sarays still 
exist, the Bukharian and Indian, providing 
evidence of the wide commerce with 
countries of Middle Asia and India. 

People looked for new ways to extract the 
oil. It was in Azerbaijan that the first oil 
extraction took place. In Balakhany, one 
of the districts of Baku, there is a 35 meter 
deep well with stone at the bottom upon 
which is carved that it was dug out in 1594. 

OIL BOOM

Water 
Teacher: What is the formula for water? 

Student: H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O 
Teacher: That’s not what I taught you. 
Student: But you said the formula for 

water was...H to O. 

THE FIRST EUROPEAN  
GAMES IN AZERBAIJAN
The First European Games, 
a multi-sport event was 
held amongst over 6,000 
athletes from all over 
Europe. Baku, the capital 
city of Azerbaijan hosted the 
inaugural European Games 
from 12 to 28 June, 2015.

A total of 20 sports were 
represented including 16 
Olympic sports and four 
non-Olympic sports.12 
sports including Archery, 
Athletics, Volleyball, Boxing, 
Cycling, Judo, Shooting, 
Swimming, Table Tennis, 
Taekwondo, Triathlon 
and Wrestling offered 

qualification opportunities 
for the Rio 2016 Summer 
Olympics.

Azerbaijan ranked second for 
the number of medals won 
at Baku 2015. Azerbaijan 
won a total of 56 medals 

– 21 gold, 15 silver and 20 
bronze medals – at the 
Games. Russia took the lead 
for the number of medals. 
Russian athletes grabbed 79 
gold, 40 silver and 45 bronze 
medals at the First European 
Games. The UK ranked third 
by winning 18 gold, 10 silver 
and 19 bronze medals.
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FROMPROGRAM FOR 24 JULY TO

Weather for 24 July

23˚C / 33˚C

LIFE IS A HUGE LAB

Breakfast at “The Crescent 
Beach Hotel”

Transfer to Azerbaijan Carpet 
Museum and Museum of Modern 
Art

Visit to Azerbaijan Carpet 
Museum and Museum of Modern 
Art

Transfer to “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel” 

Lunch at “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Free time

Dinner at “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

8:00

10:00

10:30

13:30

14:00

15:00

19:00

9:00

10:30

13:30

14:00

15:00

19:00

21:00

as its chemistry laboratories are mostly provided 
with up-to-date equipment. At this exam the 
young chemists will have extensive facilities 
to work with the vacuum in the experiments. 
The chemistry faculties of both Baku Branch 
and Moscow State University perform their 
work professionally and with responsibility. 
The participants of the Olympiad also have a 
good opportunity to learn about the history of 
Azerbaijan, its nature, customs and traditions. 
I am sure that this Olympiad will be the best 
chemistry Olympiad in its history.

Professor N.Pashayeva, President of the 47th IChO and 
Academician V.V.Lunin

EXPERIMENTAL EXAM

In the course of the 47-year history of the IChO, this 
olympiad is being held namely here, in Baku Branch, 

Valery Lunin, dean of the Chemistry Faculty of Lomonosov Moscow State University



EXPERIMENTAL EXAM
Alexander Gladilin  
(co-chairman of the Science 
Committee of the 47th IChO)

The exam has done well. The 
students used their best 
endeavours to do the task. The 
experiment can end with the 
fulfilment of the task, the way of 
operating the equipment and the 
emergence of any problem. All 
this might appear at the working 
point of the test. The experinced 
teachers, specialists and members 
of the Science Committee 
successfully solved the problems. 

Aysel Aslanly  
(Assistant)

The student behaved properly and 
were generally ready to tackle the 
problems. They carried out similar 
tasks in their own country, and 
everything was basically familiar, 
almost no question arose. Not 
everything worked for everyone, 
but this is natural, emotions were 
still. The participants have a good 
level while being pupils, because 
accomplishing three unfamiliar 
tasks within 5 hours is a good 
indicator. About 80% of participants 
coped with the tasks. 

Galina Rusakova 
(Science Committee Assistant)

The exam was difficult and the 
tasks were very time-consuming. 
Very few students coped with all 
three tasks. Most of them finished 
only two of them. The organic 
synthesis, when the participants 
obtained some substances took a 
lot of time. Some even asked if any 
additional time could be added. 
But it is not envisaged by the 
rules.However, some participants 
managed to fulfill all the tasks in 
the allotted time. I think they will 
get gold medals at the end.

Boris Tarasevich   
(PhD in Chemistry)

The experimental exam included 
experienced staff of Moscow State 
University who have participated 
in similar competitions and know 
the technology of this process. I 
am participating in the Olympiad 
for the first time and was stunned 
with the huge volume of unseen 
work. We are here from July 3 and 
working for 10-12 hours or even 
longer. The work is very large. My 
work starts now on measuring the 
spectra of the substances which 
the participants obtained. 



EXPERIMENTAL EXAM

Eleftheriou Giorgos 
(Cyprus)

The test was too long and 
difficult. I haven’t had enough 
time to finish my test. I think 
my results will be OK, but I 
could do better. I should be 
quicker, do more things at the 
same time and be more careful 
about little mistakes. 

Vidya Sagar Naidu 
Bure (India)

The exam was a bit difficult 
and a bit long. 30 minutes was 
not enough to finish the task. 
I am not totally satisfied with 
my result, but I think it was not 
bad. I think the next exam will  
also be difficult.

Dilgam Ahmadli 
(Azerbaijan)

The test is not so difficult, but 
there was little time. Moreover, 
there were a lot of accessories, 
but the table was small. It caused 
some difficulties. Generally the 
exam was normal. But I think that 
theoretical exam will be easier 
and I will be able to get a medal.

NOBEL BROTHERS IN AZERBAIJAN
The Nobel family mostly associate with prestigious 
prize of Alfred Nobel - the greatest innovator and 
scientist. He was involved in the oil business as well. 
Nobel brothers Oil Company “Branobel” was founded 
in 1879 by three brothers: Ludvig, Robert and Alfred 
Nobel. At the beginning of the 20th century it was the 
second largest oil company in the world. 

When the elder brother Robert came to Azerbaijan in 
1873 he found oil in Baku. He consulted with Ludvig and 
bought a small refinery and first oil concession on the 
Absheron Peninsula in Balakhany. Balakhany oil fields 
were one of the first in the world while Baku was the 

“father” of industrial oil output in 1848. 

Alfred Nobel was the third largest shareholder and 
financier of “Branobel”. His socially oriented business 
model when up to 40% of profits of “Branobel” was 
given to charity, grants, scholarships, to housing 
programs, schools and hospitals for workers and their 
families.
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LEARN THE AZERBAIJANI PHRASES
Bağışlayın
Sən haradansan?  
Mən İtaliyadanam

—    Sorry
—    Where are you from? 
—    I am from Italy

[baghiʃˊlayin]
[sæn´haradansan]
[mæn iˊtalyadanam ]

Lab 
At the end of the semester, a 10th-grade 

chemistry teacher asked her students 
what was the most important thing that 

they learned in lab. 
A student promptly raised his hand and 

said, “Never lick the spoon.” 

Baku is full of museums, ranging from 
historical and ancient manuscripts to 
detailing the occupation and independence of 
the nation. 

One of the most unique opportunities to 
understand the country’s history and culture 
is to visit the Carpet Museum. Originally 
designed the museum displays over 10,000 
items of ceramics, metal works of the 16th 
century, jewellery from the Bronze Age, 
carpets from the XVII-XX centuries and 
different regions of Azerbaijan, national 
garments and embroidery, and applied art 
works of modern age.

AZERBAIJAN CARPET MUSEUM

MUSEUM OF  
MODERN ART
The Museum is a must visit place 
for people interesting in avant-
garde. About 1,000 masterpieces 
of Azerbaijani contemporary 
artists, painters and sculptors, 
from the second half of the 20th 
century up to now, are collected 
here.

The collection shows aspirations, 
strivings and freedom of human 
soul in the single organism of the 
museum. Moreover, the Museum 
of Modern Art gives the visitors a 
new vision of the contemporary 
art through numerous exhibitions 
around the year.

1. Those who live in … houses should not 
throw stones.
2. We never know the value of … till the 
well is dry. 
3. You cannot wash … white.

Even Proverbs  
Need Chemistry
Which chemical  
substance is present in   
each proverb.
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FROMPROGRAM FOR 25 JULY TO

Weather for 25 July

23˚C / 33˚C

LIFE IS A HUGE LAB

MEETING WITH STUDENTS

Breakfast at “The Crescent 
Beach Hotel”

Transfer to Baku Branch of MSU

Theoretical exam at the Branch 
of MSU

Transfer to “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Lunch at “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Free time  

Transfer  to “Gulyustan” 

Meeting with the mentors 
(Reunion Party) in “Gulustan”

Тransfer to “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

7:00

8:00

9:00

14:30

15:00

16:00

18:30

19:00

22:30

8:00

9:00

14:15

15:00

16:00

18:00

19:00

22:30

23:00

Yesterday Professor Nargiz Pashayeva, President of the 
47th International Chemistry Olympiad, Rector of Baku 
Branch of Lomonosov Moscow State University visited 

“The Crescent Beach Hotel” and had a sincere talk with the 
participants about their accommodation, rest and ways 
of fulfilling their tasks at the Practical exam and their 
preparation for the Theoretical exam. The students were 
very happy and pleased to see Professor N. Pashayeva 
and they expressed their thankfulness for her care and 
confidence.

VISIT TO MUSEUMS



Ruslan Kotlyarov (Russia) 
I really liked the tour to the museums. The Carpet Museum was awesome, especially the 
carpets of XX century. For example, there was a very beautiful composition: an oil derrick on 
the Caspian Sea. There were a lot of interesting paintings in the Museum of Modern Art. They 
were a bit extraordinary but interesting. In general, the city is very beautiful, it has a very nice 
architecture. I liked the Old City very much. The weather is a bit hot, but on the other hand the 
wind blows from the sea.

Aoi Takeuchi (Japan)
On today’s tour I was amazed at the pieces of art in the carpet museum. We saw a lot of 
carpets there. And they were fantastic. Now we know that Azerbaijan makes a lot of carpets, 
and these carpets are various. In Japan there are not so many carpets.

Oluwatosin Mariam Oloyede (Nigeria)
I am not interested in art so much, but I think both museums are nice. We also were in the 
Old City and I liked more. We saw the Shirvanshahs’ Palace and the Maiden Tower. I liked the 
Maiden Tower. It is very beautiful.

Priscila Chacon-Martinez (Mexico)
It was very amusing to see how the history of Azerbaijan can be explained in carpets and how 
many things that we use everyday can be the pieces of art. It is very nice and new for me to 
see history in the art. I am not myself into visual art, I prefer writing. The Carpet Museum is the 
most interesting among those I have ever seen. In Baku, I also liked the Old City, the Maiden 
Tower in particular. 

Selengesuren Suragtkhuu (Mongolia)
I’ve enjoyed the Museum of Modern Art and its building the most. And the paintings, it really 
took time to concentrate and focus to understand their meaning. Most pictures were so 
meaningful. In general, art makes me relax and makes me joyful as well. 

VISIT TO MUSEUMS: IMPRESSIONS



Zahra Aliyeva (Guide of Canada team)
It is interesting to be a guide. Through this experience I’ve learned if this job is suitable for me, as 
I never imagined to be a guide, because I work in the office. Being the guide of Canada here, I’ve 
tested my background knowledge, learned new and interesting people and a different culture. 
There were many amusing incidents during these days, one of which is associated with the 
mascots. Each team has its own mascot, and the guys protect it, take it with them everywhere. 
Some teams are trying to get the other team’s mascot, which can bring about funny situations.

Fidan Mammadova (Guide of the Thailand team)
I decided to work as a guide at the Olympiad in order to meet new people and practice my 
English. This is my first experience. I really liked it. I would like to work at such events in the 
future. Now I regret that I did not work for the European games. I thought it would be hard to 
work with teenagers. But they turn out to be very positive, friendly. The guys from my team try 
teach me a few words in their language. But they have a very difficult language, not a single 
word I can remember for long. And their names are very long and complicated too.

Rafiga Aghayeva (Guide)
This is not my first time being a guide, but I like the IChO 2015 especially, because here we all 
live together and manage to communicate more with the guys, get to know each other better. 
In the first days they were a little shy, and now in the evenings they all sit together and play, 
have fun. Some are interested in music, others play the guitar, or sing songs. I’ve managed 
to talk with several teams and realized that the guys are cute and sociable. Of course, they 
were a little self-contained after the Experimental exam, but it is understandable because of 
intense excitement. There are a lot of guys who know several languages, they are trying hard 
to learn new ones, and Azerbaijani language as well. They record transcription and translation 
of the words.

Sabina Amirova (Guide of Korea team)
I like to be in communication with foreign students. My team is from Korea, they are very 
polite, quiet and friendly. They play different games a lot with other countries and in particular 
Lee So Young wins every one. The Korean students differ a lot from Azerbaijanis in their 
attitude and calmness. I have never participated as a guide before, but I participated in 
the Russian language Olympiad when I was a student. Now I enjoy the experience of being 
a guide. I like the organization of the IChO 2015, and the participants say they like the 
organization of this Olympiad in Azerbaijan as well.

THE GUIDES SAY:
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LEARN THE AZERBAIJANI PHRASES
Mən
Sən  
O

Biz
Siz  
Onlar

—    I
—    You (informal)
—    He, She, It

—   We
—   You (formal)
—   They

[mᴂn]
[sᴂn]
[ᴐ]

[biz]
[siz]
[onˊlar]

Neutron
A neutron walks into a restaurant and 

orders a couple of sodas. As she is about to 
leave, she asks the waiter how much she 

owes.
The waiter replies, “For you, No Charge!”  

RUSSIAN CHEMIST  
D.I.MENDELEEV’S  
VISIT TO BAKU

ONE OF THE PIONEERS  
OF AZERBAIJAN’S  

CHEMISTRY: 
MOVSUM BEY  

KHANLAROV (1857-1921)

On 6 August, 1863 prominent Russian 
chemist D.I.Mendeleev visited Baku at 
the invitation of Russian oil businessman 
V.A.Kokorev who first built a kerosene-
producing plant in Surakhany, in 
the suburb of Baku. The purpose of 
D.I.Mendeleev’s stay here for a month 
(from 6 September to 8 October, 1863) 
was to achieve oil distribution to 
different areas. In this connection a 
number of effective measures were 
implemented under his guidance, namely 

- construction of pipelines to transport 
oil from the wells to the plant and from 
the plant to the offshore fields and 
construction of a big plant for refining 
Baku crude oil into different oil products. 
After these measures taken by the 
scientist, in 1867 the kerosene-producing 
plant in Surakhany manufactured 100 
thousand poods of kerosene and could 
provide Moscow, St.Petersburg, Tiflis and 
other large cities of the empire.

The great interest in natural sciences at school led Movsum bey 
to study them thoroughly. In the autumn of 1878 the 21-year-
old young man made up his mind to continue his education at 
universities of Germany. Three years later Movsum was sent 
to Strasbourg (France) to carry out his research on organic 
chemistry under the supervision of professor Rudolf  Fittig and 
having returned to Baku during the Oil Boom period, he devoted 
his life and research to developing oil chemistry in Azerbaijan.

He succeeded in obtaining ethylic ether of acetylditiocarboxylic 
acid. He described the ways of synthesizing butyrolactone and 
alpha-ethyl butyrolactone and their properties. He established 
that alpha-ethyl derivative gamma hydroxybutyrate acid forms 
lactone easier than the acid itself. 

The Rothschild Company and Shell led 
by Samuel Markus were also involved in 
oil production in Baku. More than 50% 
of the oil extraction and 75% of the oil 
production commerce were held by these 
three foreign companies. 

Oil turned Baku into a center of world 
oil commerce and enabled it to exert 
an incredible influence on the entire 
Caucasian economic development. 

In 1897-1907 the largest pipeline in the 
world at that time was built from Baku 
to Batumi on the Black Sea Coast, a 
distance of 883 kilometers. 

THE ROTHSCHILD AND SHELL
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LIFE IS A HUGE LAB

THEORETICAL EXAM

Professor Nargiz Pashayeva, Rector of Baku Branch of 
Lomonosov Moscow State University, President of the 47th IChO

We have rich natural resources. But in order to turn these 
natural and national resources into scientific achievements 
one must possess scientific potentials. Without a scientific 
potential we cannot change any national resources and 

Academician V.V.Lunin and Professor N.Pashayeva  
with the students

achievements into national achievements. Therefore 
we are so happy that such a prestigious competition 
is being hosted by our university, under the direct 
supervision of the university, with the support of 
Moscow State University. And this is a momentous 
event!

Professor Nargiz Pashayeva, 
Rector of Baku Branch of 
Lomonosov Moscow State 
University is awarded a 
Diploma of the Academy of 
Sciences of Moldova by the 
President of the Academy 
of Sciences of Moldova for 
the substantial contribution 
to the preparation and 
organization of the 47th 
International Chemistry 
Olympiad.

Breakfast at “The Crescent 
Beach Hotel”

Transfer to National Museum of 
Azerbaijan History and “Ferris 
Wheel” (National Seaside Park)  

Visit to National Museum of 
Azerbaijan History and “Ferris 
Wheel” (National Seaside Park)  

Transfer to “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Lunch at “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Free time

Dinner at “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Disco Party at “The Crescent 
Beach Hotel”

9:00

10:30

11:00

14:00

15:00

17:00

19:00

21:00

10:30

11:00

13:30

15:00

17:00

19:00

20:00

23:55

CONGRATULATIONS!



Marit Fiechter (The Netherlands)
We have finished our exams, and in comparison I have done the practical exam better than 
theoretical. But I don’t expect a medal, because there are so many really good participants 
around here and I think they are better in chemistry than me.

Viriyadhika Putra (Indonesia) 
I think the theoretical exam was a bit tricky. My results will be quite OK, but I am not sure. I’ve 
participated in the IChO in Iran and won bronze there. I hope to win something in Baku as well. 

Damian Pawel Jedrzejowski (Poland)
In my opinion today’s task was very difficult, but not as tiresome, as I heard they were some 
years ago. We could do it. But I am not completely happy with my result at the exam. I 
expected to do better. I think our team will get some medals. Last year our team got four 
medals and I hope this year’s results will not be worse. 

Professor V.V.Eremin, co-chairman of the Science Committee of the 
47th IChO

In the theoretical exam there were various kinds of tasks. All the 
tasks have been translated by the mentors into the mother tongues 
of the students. The level of complexity varied from the simple to 
the complicated. The most interesting thing is that some of them are 
related to Azerbaijan.

For instance, one of the tasks concerned well-forgotten air 
conditioners produced in Baku. The author of this task visited the 
Old City and took the photo of it. Another task dealt with the organic 
chemistry analyzing the composition of a pomegranate which is 
called “the king of all fruits”. In the task entitled “Oil for life and life 
for oil” the students described the ways of oil decomposition and 
how to neutralize the oil in case it flows into the sea.

Concerning the level of the participants, I should say that the 
Olympiad looks like a big sport. 

THEORETICAL EXAM



REUNION PARTY
Panagiotis Giannakoudakis 
(Head Mentor, Greece)
I participate in IChO the fourth time 
as a mentor and I want to say that the 
organization of the 47th IChO is pretty 
good. The city is very beautiful, I like 
the Azerbaijani food, because I am from 
Greece and we have more or less the 
similar one. The tasks of exams were 
OK. I also liked the facilities of Baku 
branch of Moscow State University very 
much. The laboratories were perfect. I 
think my team has tried well. We will 
see the results tomorrow. 

Yernur Tolep  
(Mentor, Kazakhstan)
This year very good and well elaborated 
tests were prepared for the students. 
It was interesting for the participants 
to fulfill the tasks. I would not say 
that the exam was too difficult for our 
team. Each student who had studied 
hard for the exam, could do it well and 
get high scores. Some did not manage 
within the allotted time. But it is normal 
for the competition when not all the 
participants can carry out all the tasks 
in time. The results are not known yet. 
So the students are still worried about 
the results and scores.

Elizbar Elizbarashvili  
(Head Mentor, Georgia)
IChO is a very significant event for 
the development of natural sciences, 
especially for chemistry, which 
plays a great role in the economic 
development throughout the world. 
This is the forth IChO I participate 
and I want to tell that the Olympiad 
in Baku is one of the best for its 
organization I have ever witnessed.  
The results of our team are medium, 
because Georgia participates in the 
IChO only the second time. I think that 
Georgia will also struggle for medals 
in the future.

Ben Samuel Pilgrim  
(Head Mentor, UK)
Speaking about the Olympiad, I think 
Azerbaijan put a lot of efforts in 
organizing the competition and that 
shows itself. We hope our team has done 
well, but we will see. We always hope for 
the gold medal. Baku is very nice, and it 
is hot here. Baku is a well-developed city 
and it is interesting to see the oil around 
and the pumps extracting oil from the 
ground. When we were going to Gabala 
we passed through the desert and then 
we had heavy rain in Gabala, that I didn’t 
expect. I didn’t know you have much rain 
here. 
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LEARN THE AZERBAIJANI WORDS
Narıncı
Qırmızı  
Yaşıl

Qəhvəyi
Qara  
Boz

—    Orange
—    Red
—    Green

—   Brown
—   Black
—   Grey

[na:rin´dᴣi]
[girmi´zi]
[ ja´ʃil]

[gᴂhvᴂ´ji]
[ga´ra:]
[bᴐz]

Ketchup left overnight on dinner plates has a longer half-
life than radioactive waste.  
 

Wes Smith

NATIONAL AZERBAIJAN HISTORY MUSEUM

NATIONAL  
SEASIDE PARK

National Azerbaijan History Museum is the 
largest museum of Azerbaijan, located in Baku, 
in the former mansion of Azerbaijani oil magnate 
and philanthropist Haji Zeynalabdin Taghiyev. 
The museum building is one of the beautiful 
architectural landmarks of Baku. It was designed 
in Italian Renaissance-style by Polish architect 
Jozef Goslawski and built in 1893–1902. The 
museum was founded in 1920.Today over 300,000 
items are housed in 10 collections and a valuable 
library consisting mainly of unique books. 

National Seaside Park is the first attraction 
tourists go to see while coming to Baku. 
Located at the picturesque Baku bay, the park 
is over 100 years old and today stretches more 
than six km. Moreover, the park is expected to 
be enlarged up to 15 km in the near future.

One of the famous sides of the park is a new 
observation wheel called “Baku eye”. The 
height of the ferris wheel is 60 meters. The 
wheel has 30 cars, each of which can fit eight 
people, thus the wheel can show the beauty of 
the city for some 240 people at the same time.

There was a flurry of bank activity 
and various financial societies and 
organization were created. In 1884, 
the wealthiest oil barons of Baku 

– Haji Zeynalabdin Taghiyev (1823-
1924), Murtuza Mukhtarov (1855-
1920), Musa Naghiyev (1823-1924), 
Shamsi Asadullayev (1840-1913) 
established their own organization, 
the Oil Extractors Congress Council 
for the discussion of oil business. 
They had their own magazine, Oil 
business, a library, school, hospital, 
and pharmacy. 

The oil industry greatly influenced 
the architectural appearance of 
Baku as a city. 

The local oil barons began 
competing with each other, trying 
to distinguish themselves by 
building luxurious majestic palaces 
as residences. 

BAKU OIL BARONS
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LIFE IS A HUGE LAB

WALK IN SEASIDE PARK

Breakfast at “The Crescent 
Beach Hotel”

Visit to National Museum of 
Azerbaijan History

Lunch at “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Megafun - recreation

Dinner at “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Free Time

8:00

10:00

13:00

15:00

19:00

21:00

9:30

13:00

15:00

18:30

21:00

22:30



WHAT IMPRESSED YOU MOST IN BAKU?
Hyerin Sharon Park  
and Zane Zijing Zhang 
(Australia)
Baku is a very modern city and we 
like its progress, new architectural 
constructions are underway. In my 
opinion, it is a very glamorous city, the 
Flame Towers are very pretty. In my 
city (Pert) the buildings are like square 
blocks. We also liked the contrast 
between the Old City and the new part 
of Baku, which highlights the progress 
of Azerbaijan from more developing 
nation to a modern one.  

Tor Stromsem (Norway) 
I like the buildings, they are fantastic to 
be honest. They are different from what 
I’ve seen in the other cities, especially 
the Flame Towers. I saw it at night 
with the flames and the flag – it was 
really impressive. The things that I’ve 
remembered about Azerbaijan is the 
Baku European Games, and the Flame 
Towers, of course. The Maiden Tower 
was pretty interesting, and the huge 
flag of Azerbaijan as well. I bought some 
souvenirs from the Old City, such as the 
flame of Baku, and the souvenirs of the 
Maiden Tower.

Stefan Stanko (Slovakia)
First, I have a request. We had a mascot   
 – a fox. But it has been stolen. I would 
like to ask those who have stolen our 
mascot to return it. The things I liked 
most are the Old City, the Maiden 
Tower and, especially, the small 
shops where we could buy souvenirs. 
I bought some Aladdin lamps, 
postcards and small carpets. I liked 
the carpet museum. The technique 
used to produce these carpets is a bit 
similar to our techniques. In Slovakia 
we also have traditions of carpet 
manufacturing. But the patterns of our 
carpets are different.

Alexander Sahn Baumgartner 
(Belgium)
 Baku is a very beautiful city. Here I 
have seen a lot of different buildings of 
Western and Eastern style: some modern 
buildings, lots of classical buildings 
too. The buildings that impressed me 
most are the Flame Towers. They are 
magnificent and they look like a real 
burning flame. And I got interested in the 
museum of modern art. There are a lot 
of interesting paintings. Previously I did 
not know that Azerbaijan might have so 
many modern artists. I also bought some 
feature magnets with the pictures of the 
city.



Mathias Penot (France)
It is the first time I participate in IChO. I think it is pretty cool to be in another country. The city 
is great. I liked the landscape, the bay and the sea the most. The architecture is also attractive. 
Particularly, I liked modern skyscrapers very much.

Vitor Gomes Pires (Brazil)
The city is very beautiful. It is a pity that we haven’t had enough time to walk around it. I liked 
the “Ferris Wheel” and the Carpet Museum. There were a lot of historical carpets.  It is my first 
participation in the IChO. And I want to say that the organization is also nice, but the tasks are 
different from those we expected. I think we did the exams well and we hope all in our team 
will get medals. 

Ilker Deveci (Turkey)
This is my first participation in the IChO and it’s my first visit to Baku too. The city is very 
beautiful and modern, but the weather is a bit hot. I liked the Old City very much. The Carpet 
Museum was really admirable. I have never seen such kind of museum before. Other museums 
were a little boring. 

Dooronbek Mametov (Kyrgyzstan)
I really liked the city. Particularly Museum of Modern Art. It is the first time when I was at 
the museum with such extraordinary exhibits and paintings. Previously I had only seen such 
things in movies. I was also impressed by a lot of interesting things related to Azerbaijan in 
the tasks of the Theoretical exam: oil, air conditioning, etc. While reading the tasks I became 
enthusiastic about them. 

People in Azerbaijan 
celebrate their traditional 
national holiday Novruz 
with the coming of Spring 
which is marked as a New 
Year in the East. 

Usually preparation for 
Novruz begins a month 
prior to the festival. Each 
Tuesday is named as the day 
of one of the four elements 
of life - water, fire, earth 
and wind. During these four 
weeks before the holiday 

children and young people 
make small bonfires and 
jump over them. Moreover, 
every home should prepare 
different national dishes 
and national pastries such 
as shekerbura, pakhlava and 
shorgoghal. 

In Azerbaijan, the official 
celebration of  Novruz 
comes on 21 March, the day 
of the astronomical equinox 
and lasts for about a week. 

NOVRUZ HOLIDAY

WHAT IMPRESSED YOU MOST IN BAKU?
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LEARN THE AZERBAIJANI WORDS
Alma
Armud  
Qarpız

Yemiş
Gilas  
Ərik

—    Apple
—    Pear
—    Watermelon

—   Melon
—   Sweet cherry
—   Apricot 

[al´ma]
[ar´mut]
[gar´piz]

[ je´miʃ ]
[gi´las]
[æ´rik]

At the chemistry lesson
A chemistry professor chalked a formula HNO3 on the board. 
Then he wheeled about and pointed a finger at the sleepiest 
member of the class. “Identify that formula,” he demanded.

“Er, ah,” stalled the unhappy student, “I’ve got it right on the tip 
of my tongue, sir.”

“In that case,” said the professor softly, “you’d better spit it out, 
my boy. It’s nitric acid.” 

MESMERIZING FOLK 
MUSIC - MUGHAM

Folk music is a treasure of the Azerbaijani art and mugham 
is its diamond. At the beginning of the last century mugham 
music became popular around the globe. Vocal-instrumental 
compositions are performed by a group, consisting of a singer, 
playing the gaval (percussion musical instrument) and musicians, 
playing the tar and kamancha (different stringed musical 
instruments). The art of mugham originated in Azerbaijan in 
historical pre-Islamic period. A turning point for the traditional 
folk art was in the 20th century, when noble Azerbaijani 
composer Uzeyir Hajibeyli created mugham opera “Leyli and 
Majnun”, based on a synthesis of mugham and European classical 
music. 

UNESCO included “Azerbaijani Music” record consisting of 50 
albums in the collection of “Anthology of the World’s Traditional 
Music”. 

THE VICTORY OF AZERBAIJANI CHEMISTS
Beginning from the summer of 1941 within 28 days a 
group of Azerbaijani chemists under the leadership 
of Academician Yusif Mammadaliyev produced 
hydrogenous compounds and high-octane petrol 
which was a great event in petrochemistry. Besides, 
during the Second World War Azerbaijani scientists 
succeeded in obtaining toluene under metal chloride 
catalyzers, low-octane petrol for military operations. 

Azerbaijani oil men strove mightily to produce over 
23.5 million tons of oil which made up 71.4% of 
oil manufactured in the former USSR. In general, 
Azerbaijan yielded 75 million tons of oil, 22 million 
tons of petrol and other oil products in the war years.

Under the guidance of Academician Izzat Orujova 
the chemists of Azerbaijan employed the technology 
for producing lubricating oil for airplanes, tanks and 
some military equipment.

Even Proverbs Need 
Chemistry
Which chemical element or substance is 
present in the proverbs.

1. The scalded cat (dog) fears cold … .
2. Every dark cloud has a … lining.
3. Salt  … and absence wash away love.
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Weather for 28 July
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LIFE IS A HUGE LAB

VISIT TO HISTORY MUSEUM

Breakfast at “The Crescent 
Beach Hotel”

Free time

Lunch at “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

Transfer to The Heydar Aliyev 
Center  

Closing ceremony at The Heydar 
Aliyev Center

Farewell Banquet at “Gulustan”

Transfer to “The Crescent Beach 
Hotel”

8:00

9:00

12:00

13:00

15:00

18:00

21:00

9:00

12:00

13:00

14:30

17:30

21:00

22:00

EACH PARTICIPANT HOPES…
Yesterday, on July 27 arbitration procedure was 
carried out the whole day. The delegations had 
the last jury meeting to discuss the allocation of 
medals and the highest score. But the winners of 
gold, silver and bronze medals and other awards 
will not be known until the closing ceremony to 
ensure that the approach to the  evaluation of the 
results is transparent and honest. The allocation of 
medals was determined at the jury meeting which 
decided the exact number of medals. Each student 
in the team is hoping to win a highly prestigious 
award. Although the scores of the medal winners 
have not been announced Catalyzer team sincerely 
hope that the young chemists will be successful. 
Have a little patience with great hopes. The award 
presentation is approaching.        



WHAT BRINGS LUCK AND SUCCESS
Many teams participating in the IChO have lovely mascots which bring them good luck. The mascots of many 
teams are their national animal or some toys having relation to their culture. Some other teams just bought soft 
toys they liked. During the Olympiad each team follows the tradition of stealing the mascot of rival teams as a 
trophy.

USA Team
Our mascot is an Eagle with a white head. We chose it because an eagle is on a lot of the US 
money, like coins. The US team has this mascot since 2012 and every team participating in the 
IChO brings this animal. We have never lost our mascot. Some people tried to grab it but we 
prevented them from doing it. So we have still got it. 

Canada Team
Our mascot is a moose. In Canada there are a lot of them. So you can see them on the road 
when you are driving by. Actually there are a lot of places where mooses chase the car, and 
they are bigger than a car. So it is a very symbolic animal for Canada. We have a bigger moose 
and smaller moose. Canada team brings the same mascot for the second year, and hopefully it 
will pass to the next year team. One of our moose was stolen. Hopefully we get it back before 
the end of the competition. It is just having fun between team–taking mascots and then 
giving them back.

Mexico Team
Mexican mascot’s name is Balam, it is a cheetah and it is wearing a hat to look more like 
Mexican. Its name comes from the Mayan language. It was bought in one city, its hat is from 
the other city of Mexico and the hat is sewn to the toy by the only girl in the team, so it shows 
the result of the teamwork. Guys from Argentina stole the Mexican mascot on the first day, but 
then Mexican chemists managed to bring it back. It is like a tradition to steal a mascot, but the 
team from Mexico has not stolen any, just saved their own.

Sweden Team
Our mascot is an ice bear named Swen. It has been in the Swedish national team for years. 
Swen brings luck. There were attempts to steal it, but we managed to keep it with us till the 
end of the competition. 

Israel Team
Our mascot is a monkey. Its name is Kofiko. Basically it is a father monkey with a son monkey 
hanging on him. It has nothing special to do with Israel, because monkeys in Israel can be 
found only in the zoo. It helps us morally, that’s why we guard it well and it hasn’t been stolen 
yet. Stealing mascots is a tradition, it’s like a big game, which everybody participates. 

Argentina Team
Our mascot’s name is Apache. It is a tiger. It is not our regular mascot, we have the official 
mascot from Argentina, but we have left it at home. So we have bought this one at the airport. 
It is the most similar to our official mascot – jaguar, which is the big cat that lives in the jungle. 
The Canadians stole Apache and hung it on the window, but we got it back. 



ENTERTAINMENT AT MEGAFUN 

GOBUSTAN Gobustan National Park is a hill and mountain site 
occupying the southeast end of the Greater Caucasus 
mountain ridge in Azerbaijan. It is located about 64 km 
southwest of the centre of Baku on the west coast of the 
Caspian Sea. 

Gobustan preserve is widely known with its rock engravings, 
monuments of primitive culture. These monuments are 
ancient drawings. Gobustan monuments cover the period 
of approximately 20 million years beginning since the end 
of Upper Paleolith till the beginning of our era. A rock has 
been found here with the carved inscription in Latin written 
by Roman centurions of the XII Legio Fulminata. The 
inscription reads that the Emperor Dominitianus Caesar 
Augustus Germanicus ruled in Rome at the time.

In 2007, Gobustan was declared a UNESCO World Heritage 
Site considered to be of “outstanding universal value” for 
the quality and density of its rock art engravings.
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LEARN THE AZERBAIJANI PHRASES
Təbrik edirəm!
Hava necədir?  
Hava çox istidir

—    My congratulations!
—    What’s the weather like?
—    It is very hot

[tæ´brik e´diræm]
[ha´va  ne´cædir]
[ha´va tʃokh  is´tidir]

Members of the Science Committee Experimental exam team

Even Proverbs Need 
Chemistry
Which chemical elements or substances are 
present in the proverbs.

1. Strike while the … is hot.
2. Life is made up of  … and mud. 
3. Blood is thicker than …  .
4. No man loves his fetters, be they made of …  .
5. He carries fire in one hand and … in the other.

WHO WE ARE

ENTERTAINMENT AT MEGAFUN 



Dear students, our future and hope, it is my pleasure to 
greet you and to say – good job! I would like to share my 
appreciation with all our guests, who have accepted our 
invitation and have come here, with those, who support 
us on this day and welcome our current idea.

We have together ended the intense, exciting and ever 
changing week, which was full of different shades. What 
have we learned during this week? We have learned that 
life is really a huge lab, as we have written in our motto. 
And we have witnessed again that the most expensive 
and the only irreplaceable instrument of this lab is 
human brain. And we have found out that human is the 
catalyst of all processes, going on the Earth.

I have been watching you during your exams, 
particularly at the practical exam. And I have noticed 
you trying to work hard and to concentrate on your 
tasks. And this process reminded me an Azerbaijani 
proverb: “Caution is the feature of a hero”. While I 
have been looking at you during your practical exam 
I have paraphrased it: “Caution is the feature of both 
a hero and a chemist”. Because after you leave your 
chemical lab, you will open the door into a greater 
lab, which is called life. Most of you complained about 
the lack of time after your practical exam. But believe 
the experience of those who are elder – there is never 
enough time in our life. Time is a sacred category as 
Dante said. For everything in our life has to pass the 
test of time and this is the most important and the only 
reliable test. I wish the time to be always on your side 

and to be your number one assistant and supporter in 
your further success. 

Dear participants, I want to say that you are on the 
right way, you have made a right choice. Your choice is 
science, your choice is chemistry. And I want you to be 
loyal to this choice of yours. Good luck to you!

CATALYZER
No.11, WEDNESDAY, 29 JULY, 2015

Weather for 29 July
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LIFE IS A HUGE LAB

CLOSING CEREMONY OF THE 47th IChO

48th IChO...

Professor, Dr. Nargiz Pashayeva
President of the 47th International Chemistry Olympiad
Rector of Baku Branch of Moscow State University
Corresponding member of the Azerbaijan National
Academy of Sciences

The 48th International Chemistry Olympiad will be held 
in Karachi, Pakistan, in 2016. The flag of the IChO was 
handed over to Pakistan at the Farewell party of the 
47th IChO in Baku.



CLOSING CEREMONY OF THE 47th IChO

I am sure that all of you had a wonderful time here in 
Baku, Azerbaijan. For students the tasks happened to 
be a bit difficult. But you are not supposed to solve easy 
tasks. Easy tasks are not for you. You are so good. You 
have responsibility to deal with hard ones. So do not be 
disappointed at such difficult questions. Anyway you 
have done very well.

It was a perfect Olympiad. It is the best one within 12 
years I witnessed and participated in my life.

We congratulate you for a wonderful performance. 
Those of you who do not get medals, do not get 
disappointed.  You are not at the final stage of the 
competition. The IChO is just the beginning of your life.

The chemistry is the most difficult subject in science 
to study. And if you can do something very well in 
chemistry, you can do everything.

It was also a great opportunity for us to appreciate 
the beauty of Azerbaijan. It was a great pleasure for 
all of us to have a chance to experience the wonderful 
city of Baku, wonderful competition, rich and various 
landscape, historical and cultural heritage, generosity 
and hospitality of the people at Baku Branch of 
Moscow State University and everyone in the street.  
It was a great pleasure for us to be here in Baku, 
Azerbaijan. We will keep all this in our memory for a 
long time.

I have to say that Rector Nargiz Pashayeva is a very, 
very good manager and organizer not only for her own 
University, but also for this wonderful international 
event with more than 500 people from all over the 
world. It was a very complicated event, but she 
was able to manage it in a really wonderful and 
professional way.

Fikrat Guliyev, chairman of the Scientific Committee of the 
International Chemistry Olympiad, professor

I hope you enjoyed the 47th IChO. This 
Olympiad ran for 9 unforgettable days. 
The 47th IChO hosted for the first time by 
Azerbaijan was a significant event. I am 
proud to say that the competition was at 
a high level. I would like to gladly stress 
that some tasks were related to Azerbaijan. 
These tasks dealt with important issues for 
Azerbaijan – nature and industry. Hearty 
congratulations to the winners and best luck 
to you all.

Duckhwan Lee, chairman of the Steering Committee of
the International Chemistry Olympiad, professor at Sogang
University (South Korea)



AWARDING CEREMONY
Yifu Ouyang (China), the absolute winner, the top gold medalist,  
the best theoretician 
It is a great event and a wonderful experience. I had great time here in Baku. As for the victory, 
I have not thought about it. I thought that the results will be worse at the theoretical exam. It 
turns out that I have a bit of luck on my side. This is my first time at the International Olympiad 
in Chemistry and my last time, as I am going to Beijing University next year. I will continue 
to study chemistry there. All that I can advise is that the participants of the next Olympiad 
should not be so nervous and try not to think about things before. When I’ve finished my 
practical exam I just simply let it go and did my best in the next exam and got this victory. 
Baku is a blend of the new culture and the old culture, it is very beautiful. It has its own type 
of architecture, drawings and art. They are all surprising and amazing.

Sergey Styopin (Azerbaijan), bronze medalist
It is my first time at the Olympiad and unfortunately my last chance to participate. I am not 
satisfied with the results, though it is not bad. I got bronze and missed just a couple of points 
to get silver. The theoretical part was harder for me. The organization was good and all our 
team is glad to participate in this Olympiad.

Jing Yee Kee (Singapore), silver medalist
I am very happy because I did not expect a silver medal. It was the only time participating 
in the Chemistry Olympiad, but I will continue my chemistry studies at the university. I think 
Baku and Azerbaijan in general, is very hospitable. I am very impressed with its architecture, 
the mix of both ancient and modern. I think the Olympiad was a wonderful experience for me.

Georg Berger (Germany), gold medalist
I have no words. It was a surprise for me. I didn’t expect this result.  I think that IChO is a great 
competition and experience for all participants. In general, I think that all was just awesome. I 
liked the organization, your beautiful city and country. 

Asnaashari Kasra (Iran), gold medalist
I was really surprised when my name was mentioned among the gold medal winners. And I was 
really excited. Unfortunately, it was my first and last participation in the IChO. I will continue 
studying chemistry in Iran or, if it is possible, I’ll study abroad. I want to say to all future 
participants that it is not so hard to get a medal. They just have to pay attention to their 
practical exam and try to make few mistakes.  

Alexandru Pupeza (Moldova) silver medalist
I was very nervous before the awarding ceremony. After the theoretical exam I worried that 
I would not get even bronze, but I was awarded with silver and I am very happy. I plan to 
devote myself to chemistry in the future as I’ve entered the chemistry faculty at Moscow State 
University. I can advise people who will participate in the Olympiad in the future to study 
chemistry hard and to practice it more.
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LEARN THE AZERBAIJANI PHRASES
Əlvida 
Yaxşı yol  
Görüşərik

—    Farewell!
—    Have a nice trip!
—    See you!

[ælvi´da]
[ jakh´ʃi´ jol]
[gə:ru´ʃærik]

Dimitrios  
Anastasilakis  
(Greece)

29 July, 1998

Josip  
Drazenovic  
(Croatia)

29 July, 1996

AWARDING CEREMONY
Lianyun Duan (China), Head Mentor
Four gold medals is an excellent result, but I hope they’ll do better in the future. This is the only 
first steps for them, and they have a very long way to go. They have to get the career in their minds. 
I didn’t expect such results. I thought that some of them will get gold medals but not all of them.

Parviz Hakimov (Tajikistan), Head Mentor 
We hoped for better results in this Olympiad, but as it was said by everybody, tasks were 
very hard, especially the experimental test. But it is also good for us, we could do better in 
the future IChO Olympiads. It is the 12th year of Tajikistan’s participation in the IChO and 
earlier we had also good results and we got many medals. The next year we will also do all our 
best. Our bronze medalist Farukhzhon Barotov is at school now, but he plans to continue his 
education in chemistry in the USA or Korea. Next year, he will also participate at the Olympiad 
and I hope he will do his best.
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Scott Xiao Canada Silver

Ritums Cepītis Latvia Silver

Jing Yee Kee Singapore Silver

Karol Jakub Rząd Poland Silver

Katsiaryna Rahoizha Belarus Silver

Kristopher Torp Jensen Denmark Silver

Mykhaylo Pashko Ukraine Silver

Yi Cheng Kang Singapore Silver

Azamat Amzebek Kazakhstan Silver

William Karsten Drake United Kingdom Silver

Andrei Kuliashou Belarus Silver

Aoi Takeuchi Japan Silver

Saberi Far Mohsen Iran Silver

Miloš Selaković Serbia Silver

Miloš Grubor Serbia Silver

İlker Deveci Turkey Silver

Alexander Mayorov United Kingdom Silver

Ruslan Kotlyarov Russia Silver

Alexandru Pupeza Moldova Silver

Roman Staňo Slovakia Silver

Tobias Wolflehner Austria Silver

Mykola Pashko Ukraine Silver

Michał Łukasz Gala Poland Silver

Piyush Kabra India Silver

Furkan Bahar Turkey Silver

Arsenii Solovev Russia Silver

Alexander Cui Canada Silver

Andrii Malashchuk Ukraine Silver

Bram, Song Jie Lim Singapore Silver

Jer Yong Chan Malaysia Silver

Ha Pham Thai Vietnam Silver

Áron Ricardo Perez-Lopez Hungary Silver

Jan Šugar Czech Republic Silver

Nopsinth Vithayapalert Thailand Silver

Štefan Stanko Slovakia Silver

Nell Rosa Martha Saunders France Silver

SILVER

Yifu Ouyang China Gold

Luyao Peng China Gold

Hang Yu China Gold

Liang Lu China Gold

Andrei Iliescu Romania Gold

YongJun Lee Korea Gold

David I-Hsuan Wang United States Gold

Bingjian Li Singapore Gold

Taehyun KIm Korea Gold

Dumitru Calugaru Romania Gold

Michał Kopyt Poland Gold

Wei-Chieh Huang Taiwan Gold

Sangwon Lee Korea Gold

Adil Kabylda Kazakhstan Gold

Georg Dieter Michael 
Benno Christoph Berger Germany Gold

Chun-Ting Liu Taiwan Gold

Haruki Matumoto Japan Gold

Grigorii Chernov Russia Gold

Dovydas Draksas Lithuania Gold

Veerapatr 
Yotamornsunthorn Thailand Gold

Vladislav Nikolskii Russia Gold

Rasmus Kisel Estonia Gold

Hoang Dinh Tuan Vietnam Gold

Kung-You Pan Taiwan Gold

So Young Lee Korea Gold

Dávid Péter Kovács Hungary Gold

Kohei Yoshimura Japan Gold

Jakub Obuch Slovakia Gold

Aleksa Milosavljević Serbia Gold

Jiří Etrych Czech Republic Gold

Cheng-Yen Li Taiwan Gold

Baturalp Yalcin Turkey Gold

Vidya Sagar Naidu Bure India Gold

Kshitij Garg India Gold

Asnaashari Kasra Iran Gold

GOLD



Edgars Klētnieks Latvia Bronze

Vlad Mihai Mandric Romania Bronze

Hang Nguyen Thuy Vietnam Bronze

Dzmitry Babrou Belarus Bronze

Uroš Prešern Slovenia Bronze

Hyerin Sharon Park Australia Bronze

Bagheri Nahal Iran Bronze

Johan Alexander Farfán 
Benito Peru Bronze

Hui Min Tay Australia Bronze

Daniya Aynetdinova United Kingdom Bronze

Nikita Pajanok Lithuania Bronze

Julian Stropp Austria Bronze

Syed Faizan Haider Zaidi Pakistan Bronze

Temirlan Kubanaliev Kyrgyzstan Bronze

Tamás Károly Stenczel Hungary Bronze

Pedro Teotonio de Sousa Brazil Bronze

Dominik Kiem Austria Bronze

Martin Peev Austria Bronze

Kevin Liyanto Indonesia Bronze

Ignacio Perez Bedoya Argentina Bronze

Gary Jiarui Shang Switzerland Bronze

Igors Dubaņevičs Latvia Bronze

Robert Anton Rauschen Germany Bronze

Ramon Kuster Switzerland Bronze

Luca Ratibondi Italy Bronze

Boburbek  Matyoqub o´g´li 
Boltaev Uzbekistan Bronze

Gabriel Ferreira Gomes 
Amgartem Brazil Bronze

Dilnora Baxodir qizi 
Yusupalieva Uzbekistan Bronze

Sergey Styopin Azerbaijan Bronze

Reyner Vargas Gamboa Costa Rica Bronze

Erick Renato Cirilo Mel Peru Bronze

Robert Erick Ñanez Azaña Peru Bronze

Lachlan James Wilson Australia Bronze

Miroslava Palacková Slovakia Bronze

Christoph Kirsch Germany Bronze

Miguel Angel Aguilar 
Ramos El Salvador Silver

Timothy Antoni Indonesia Silver

Paul Haidu Gerea Romania Silver

Pencho Boykov Beykov Bulgaria Silver

Janice Xin-Yee Ong United States Silver

Vitor Gomes Pires Brazil Silver

Azamat Smagulov Kazakhstan Silver

Ruangrawee Kitichotkul Thailand Silver

Ladislav Prener Czech Republic Silver

Ameet Srinivas Deshpande India Silver

Bryce Zhiyuan Cai United States Silver

Soorajnath Boominathan United States Silver

Lorenzo Terenzi Italy Silver

Andrea Cheng Italy Silver

Oleksii Zhelavskyi Ukraine Silver

Ai Arman Iran Silver

Hieu Tran Dinh Vietnam Silver

Carel Kuusk Estonia Silver

Rory Thomas McMillan United Kingdom Silver

Abdul Hamid Abu Bakar Indonesia Silver

Iván Shlamovitz Argentina Silver

Stanislav Chvíla Czech Republic Silver

Sebastián Matías Zangoni Argentina Silver

Pakkaphol 
Pruchyathamkorn Thailand Silver

Muhammet Cayli Turkey Silver

Roman Larkovich Belarus Silver

Yu Nakatsuka Japan Silver

BRONZE
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Ilija Srpak Croatia Bronze

Stefanía Katrín Jónína 
Finnsdóttir Iceland Bronze

Lyuben Krasimirov Borislavov Bulgaria Bronze

Zain Adnan Nofal Syria Bronze

Raimon Terricabres Polo Spain Bronze

Ming-Hong Thomas Chang New Zealand Bronze

Joaquín Ignacio Lema Pérez Uruguay Bronze

Mathias Penot France Bronze

Stefan Stojanović Serbia Bronze

Ting-Yi Lin El Salvador Bronze

Jiawei An Canada Bronze

Nadav Genossar Israel Bronze

Ņikita Trojanskis Latvia Bronze

Arttu Santeri Saarnisaari Finland Bronze

Nina Marie Albouy France Bronze

Abdullah Altaf Pakistan Bronze

Emile Vanderstraeten Belgium Bronze

Cédric Schoonen Belgium Bronze

Raul Rinken Estonia Bronze

Omar Fawaz Arafat Saudi Arabia Bronze

Elena Gelzinyte Lithuania Bronze

Fatmah Mousa Bukhamseen Saudi Arabia Bronze

Spencer Zhao Canada Bronze

Silian Lubomirov Yanev Bulgaria Bronze

Viriyadhika Putra Indonesia Bronze

Eleftheriou Giorgos Cyprus Bronze

Saad Fahad Al Bawardi Saudi Arabia Bronze

Zane Zijing Zhang Australia Bronze

Laurids Abelsen Holm Denmark Bronze

Adomas Danilevicius Lithuania Bronze

Guvanch Gurbandurdyyev Turkmenistan Bronze

Damian Paweł Jędrzejowski Poland Bronze

Jakov Smešny Croatia Bronze

Farukhzhon Barotov Tajikistan Bronze

Ron Solan Israel Bronze

Ricardo Alexandre Luís Silva 
Santos Portugal Bronze

Abdulaziz Mohammed Al Ali Saudi Arabia Bronze

Jan Jelen Slovenia Bronze

Lukas Severin Lüthy Switzerland Bronze

Brianna Kayleen Nally New Zealand Bronze

Xi Shern Tan Malaysia Bronze

Zi Khang Lin Malaysia Bronze

Itai Zvieli Israel Bronze

Marit Fiechter Netherlands Bronze

Arnur Makenov Kazakhstan Bronze

Boris Stefanov Borisov Bulgaria Bronze

Mihail Cicnaev Moldova Bronze

Geert Schulpen Netherlands Bronze

Jin-Uk David Kim New Zealand Bronze

Roberto Tinelli Italy Bronze

Sofie Hillgaard Pedersen Denmark Bronze

Joakim Alexi Mikael Kauhanen Finland Bronze

Hugo Jack Borowicz Brown New Zealand Bronze

Patric Johannes Rajala Sweden Bronze

Huseyn Babayev Azerbaijan Bronze

Ville Ilmari Kuosmanen Finland Bronze

Edward Erelt Estonia Bronze

Juan Pablo Figueroa 
Macías Cuba Honorable Mention

Jorge Melendo Arrufat Spain Honorable Mention

Salim Ibrahim Hanna Syria Honorable Mention

Saul Perez-Arana Mexico Honorable Mention

Batkhishig Khasbaatar Mongolia Honorable Mention

Fabio Battauz Argentina Honorable Mention

Felix Mende Germany Honorable Mention

Jesus Alberto 
Barreras-Uruchurtu Mexico Honorable Mention

Jesús Manuel 
Colmenares Ostos Venezuela Honorable Mention

Dooronbek Mametov Kyrgyzstan Honorable Mention

HONORABLE MENTION
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